HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Notice of Committee Meeting

Committee on Health and Welfare

Will meet at: 9:30 a.m. Date: Tuesday, May 24, 2016

Location: Committee Room 5

Remarks:

HR 173 Leger HEALTH CARE/FACILITIES Urges the Dept. of Health and Hospitals not to establish freestanding emergency departments as a type of licensed facility in this state.

HCR 134 Jackson BOARDS/COMMISSIONS Directs the Louisiana State Board of Medical Examiners to study and make recommendations concerning a potential tiered approach for placing physicians on probation and a best practice for the reporting of the probationary status of a physician to patients.

SCR 87 Johns PHARMACISTS Requests the Louisiana Board of Pharmacy to study and make recommendations regarding the use of the terms "specialty drug" and "specialty pharmacy".

SB 131 Johns (TBA) HEALTH CARE Limits costs for pharmacists services. (8/1/16) (Subject to Rule Suspension)

SB 230 Peterson HEALTH SERVICES Provides relative to the Health Education Authority of Louisiana (HEAL). (8/1/16)

SB 429 Barrow HEALTH/HOSPITALS DEPT Provides for the Louisiana State Board of Medical Examiners. (8/1/16)
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